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Abstract 

The unique oasis of Zousfana, on the western edge of the Grand Erg Occi-dental, Taghit is the pearl of the oases of 
Saoura, a palm grove of 180 ha over an 18 km length crossed by Oued Zouzfana. It regroups the different types of land-
scapes of an arid zone (erg, hamada, barga – a small hill, oued ...). Taghit is known for its hydraulic civilization, the oasis 
in its hostile environment has survived thanks to the exploitation of rare groundwater irrigation according to the traditional 
customs applied to the whole of society. The peasants spur out the water resources through foggaras and traditional wells. 
But the intervention of modern irrigation techniques in an anarchic way has disrupted the fragile mode of irrigation and the 
abandonment of the palm grove. The over-exploitation of groundwater by the use of boreholes and motor pumps leads to 
the drying up of water sources, mists and traditional wells. Today, only 45 000 palm trees are productive and less than 1500 
fruit trees. There are 500 fellahs in the entire agricultural area of Taghit, the majority of them is fleeing work in the oasis 
because of the lack of income from it. When comparing the results of analyses from different campaigns (2015 and 2008), 
a spectacular increase in the salt concentrations in the groundwater of the different palm groves is noticed. According to our 
investigations, the main causes of this jump are: the overexploitation of the water tables by motor pumps, the abandonment 
of land inside the palm grove, the lack of maintenance of the gardens, the exploitation of domestic wastewater in the irriga-
tion. According to this preliminary study, it is important for the State to make farmers aware of the role of their traditional 
irrigation systems in the continuity of the oasis and life in it. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The scarcity of the surface water in arid region pushed 
the man to exploit the groundwater. Various techniques of 
water catchment have been used for centuries. One tech-
nique that has marked the history of hydraulics is the 
qanat. On the Iranian origin [GOBLOT 1979], the qanat is 
called foggara in Algeria and the khettara in Morocco 
[LIGHTFOOT 1996]. 

Thanks to its success, the foggara has spread to 52 
countries worldwide [REMINI et al. 2014]. In the Algerian 

Sahara, several foggaras were realized in the Ahaggar 
[REMINI, ACHOUR 2013a], in the region of In Salah [REMI-

NI, ACHOUR 2013b], in the Mzab valley [REMINI 2016], in 
the oasis of Ouled Said [REMINI, ACHOUR 2013c], in the 
region of Kenadsa [REMINI et al. 2014b] and in the Saoura 
valley [REZOUG et al. 2016]. In the Touat and Gourara the 
Algerian Sahara, the foggara has been developed for over 
10 centuries [REMINI et al. 2011]. Over 1400 foggaras 
were dug around the Tadmait tray; which is considered the 
true water tank qanats of Touat and Gourara. A flow rate 
of 3 m3∙s–1 in a continuous manner in more than 2 000 km 
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of gallery which has developed approximately 200 palms 
[ABIDI, REMINI 2011]. 

93 km South-East of Bechar and 1000 km South of 
Algiers, Taghit is on the old road that connects Algeria to 
Niger by Tanezrouft (Fig. 1). It is composed of five small 
palm groves: Zaouia Fougania, Taghit, Barrebi, Bakhti and 
Zaouia Tahtania. Taghit is one of the most beautiful oases 
of the Sahara, a real nest of greenery on the edge of the 
Grand Erg Occidental. 

At the Saoura level, the oases suffer from almost the 
same problems, the overexploitation of groundwater, the 
salinization of soil and water, parcellization of gardens 
because of the inheritance (more than 80% of the parcels 
do not exceed 1 ha) and the abandonment of land by their 
owners and they are certainly what suffers the oasis that 
interest us in this work. 

One of the subjects in the field of the environment is 
undoubtedly the traditional systems of water collection and 
sharing in the oasis [REZZOUG et al 2014]. For centuries, 
farmers in Taghit exploit the groundwater of the Grand Erg 
Occidental and Wadi Zousfana inferflux to provide their 
basic water and food needs in a way that indicates their 

intelligence and inherited experience since generations. 
However, the intervention of modern irrational irrigation 
techniques leads to a significant imbalance in the oasis, 
which has suffered for generations and is unfolded its con-
sequences day after day [REZZOUG 2019]. 

STUDY AREA AND METHODS 

THE OLD KSAR OF TAGHIT 

Below the Grand Erg Occidental, the ksar of Taghit is 
connected with the palm grove by a system of Seguia and 
underground galleries spring water from the springs to-
wards the gardens of the traditional palm grove (Fig. 2). 
Today the ksar of Taghit and suffered from several prob-
lems: every attempt at restoration failed because of a lack 
of expertise and poor planning, lack of skilled labour, the 
drying up of most of the sources that feed the ksar, Pre-
dominance of the modern urban fabric at the expense of 
old ksar and the degradation and weakness of the financial 
performance of the population. 

 

Fig. 1. Location of Taghit; source: own elaboration 

 

Fig. 2. The Taghit oasis; source: REZOUG et al. [2016] 
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FAUNA AND FLORA OF TAGHIT 

The figures discovered by the conservation of the drills 
of Béchar give in figures 1 500 sheep (the race D'man), 
200 goats, 200 donkeys and about 30 horses. In each 
household, hens, pigeons, and rare rabbits are raised. The 
nomads, using the rangelands, have, in addition to goats 
and sheep, dromedaries [BENKHALIFA 2005]. 

The spontaneous flora includes some resources such as 
Rumex vesicarius L., Zizyphus spinachristi L., Rhus tripar-
titum var. oxyacantha, Matricaria pubescens Desf., Salsola 
vermiculata L., Zygophyllum album L., Pithuranthus chlo-
ranthus Goss and Dur., Aristida ciliate Desf., Echium pyc-
nanthum Pomel, Pergularia tomentosa L. These quotes are 
incomplete if we do not mention the two stars of the Saha-
ra; the first is almost permanent Acacia raddiana Savi and 
Terfeziaceae parasitizing other species of plants and found 
abundantly on the banks of the hamada and in the dunes 
exceptionally rainy years [BENKHALIFA 2005]. 

PALM GROVE OF TAGHIT 

Due to the availability of water, the majens and se-
guias, as well as the condensation of palms, fruit trees and 
fence plots, oasis and peasants are benefiting from the cre-
ation of a cooler microclimate, that he can relieve the ri-
gors of the desert heat. The palm grove of Taghit has an 
area of 180 ha from Zaouia Fougania to Zaouia Tahtania 
with more than 100 000 trees of palm trees, only 45 000 
trees are productive and more than 4600 fruit trees. There 
are 500 fellahs throughout the agricultural area of Taghit. 

TAGHIT WATER SOURCES 

The oasiens exploited the water of the Great Western 
Erg aquifer by 45 sources of which 22 sources are today 
functional; the fellahs spring these waters by a set of un-
derground tunnels called foggaras of sources. They use the 
waters of the Wadi Zousfana infotrans flow aquifer 
through traditional wells (up to 15 m high) currently 
equipped with motor pumps. But the contribution of mod-
ern methods of water abstraction (boreholes and motor 
pumps), deteriorate ancestral techniques of irrigation from 
one year to another and their future is threatened [REZ-

ZOUG 2018]. 

SOURCE OF FOGGARA 

The foggara is an underground pipe spilling water 
from the water source to the surface by gravity. Through 
a series of subterranean foggaras, oasiens of Taghit exploit 
the waters of the artesian springs to irrigate the palm grove 
and to assure the water of consumption of the population 
of the different agglomerations of Taghit by gravity, at the 
exit of each foggara is an open main canal terminated by 
an accumulation basin locally called majen (Photo 1), then 
they are distributed the accumulated water through a hier-
archy of secondary channels (seguias) network leads the 
water to the gardens of the owners (Fig. 3), who participat-
ed in the creation of these foggaras that it is by their money 

or by their physical efforts. The process of division and 
distribution of water within the oasis are subject to a com-
plex set of customs and traditions according to the effort of 
each person in the realization and restoration of the fog-
garas. Taghit has more than 70 accumulation basins. This 
explains the problem of individualism and causing heavy 
losses at the oasis of Taghit. 

Such as the ancient architecture of ksar, the foggara 
system is part of the cultural and physical heritage of the 
oasis hard to ignore and waste. 

At the oasis of Taghit and these palm groves there are 
25 sources foggaras (Tab. 1), only 5 are operational until 
now. 

 

 

Photo 1. Old pools of water accumulation of ksar and palm grove 
(phot. C. Rezzoug) 
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Fig. 3. Diagram of the source, foggara, well, basin and seguia  
of a Taghit palm grove; source: own elaboration 

Table 1. The number and condition of foggaras in Taghit palm 
groves 

Palm grove Number of 
foggaras 

Total length  
(m) 

Debit 
(dm3∙s–1) 

State  
of foggara 

Zaouiafougania 3 2 140 3.33 symbolic flow 
Taghit 4 5 300 3.20 not operational 
Barrebi 9 1 260 3.70 4 operational 
Bakhti 6 1 970 2.80 not operational 
ZaouïaTahtania 3    400 3.33 1 operational 

Source: own elaboration. 

TRADITIONAL WELLS 

In Taghit, there are over 300 traditional wells between 
3 and 15 m high and 2 m in diameter, most of which are 
protected with concrete or stone nozzles (Photo 2). They 
get the waters of the Wadi Zousfana inferoflow aquifer. 
Most of them are equipped with motor pumps that contrib-
ute to the drying up of the water sources. Generally, tradi-
tional wells are private properties; each owner has the 
freedom to water their fields whenever he wants. 

 

Photo 2. A traditional well in the palm grove of Taghit  
(phot. C. Rezzoug) 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

PROBLEMS OF TAGHIT FOGGARAS 

For centuries, the oasis has managed to maintain their 
social, cultural and religious specificity, it has managed to 
preserve their customs and traditions, the latter still occupy 
an important place in the life of the population [SALMI, 
MAMOUNI 2014]. However, it stood powerless against the 
anarchic encroachment of modern irrigation techniques, 
which had a profound impact on the destruction of the 
palm grove, the water table and a whole system of social 
and traditional management of water shares. 

The oasis suffering today from several problems, the 
most important are the lack of water either for the palm 
grove or for the drinking water supply of the population 
according to the remarkable depletion of the water tables, 
as well as the lack of qualified manpower to rehabilitate 
the foggaras and these channels, degradation of the sys-
tems of catchment and sharing of water such as the irriga-
tion canals and the accumulation basins as well as the 
catchment foggaras (Photo 3), the abandonment of plots 
because of fragmentation of gardens by inheritance, the 
aging of palm feet, the immigration of youth to sectors 
more profitable than agriculture inside the palm grove. 

 

Photo 3. Degradation and silting of irrigation canals in the palm 
grove of Taghit (phot. C. Rezzoug) 

SALINITY PROBLEM IN THE OASIS OF TAGHIT 

Today, the most important obstacle to agricultural de-
velopment in the Taghit Oasis is the lack of irrigation wa-
ter and the high rate of water salinity, which has been im-
posed on most people peasants to bring on the new plain of 
Elouina to practice their agriculture, and the state's demand 
to build a water dam to provide water for their crops. 

To study the impact of the irrational use of the pumps 
on the soil salinity in the oasis, we focus mainly on the 
physicochemical analyses carried out in the oasis during 
two different periods, the first in 2008 and the second in 
2015 by the services of the National Agency of Water Re-
sources of Bechar (Fr. Agence Nationale des Ressources 
Hydrauliques de Bechar – ANRH) [ANRH 2015]. 
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Table 2. Physicochemical evolution of the waters of Taghit palm groves  

Year Zone Type pH 
EC  

mS∙cm–1 
RS Ca2+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ Cl– SO42– TH 

(°F) 
TAC 
(°F) mg∙dm–3 

20
08

 

Taghit wells 7.62 0.72    440   75 19   37 12.8   70 140 26   8 
Zaouia Fogania drilling 7.52 1.41    870   88 49 130   5.5 221 280 42 10 
Zaouia Tahtania drilling 7.12 0.79    530   70 44   34 12.8   80 150 35 13 
Bakhti drilling 7.08 0.71    490   79 27   23   9.5   47 160 31 11 
Zaouia Tahtania wells 6.90 1.48    920 101 49   90 14.0 203 190 45 13 

20
15

 

Taghit wells 7.65 1.14    740 111 27   50 16.1   87 170 36 10 
Zaouia Fogania drilling 7.58 1.60 1 028 121 72 184   6.9 290 401 58 11 
Zaouia Tahtania drilling 7.01 1.54    680   85 62   43 13.6 120 210 43 24 
Bakhti drilling 7.14 1.02    645 102 43   35 12.6   66 231 54 20 
Zaouia Tahtania wells 7.10 1.59 1 030 123 45 102 22.0 257 265 59 17 

Explanations: EC = electrical conductivity, RS = solid residue, TH = total hardness, TA = total alkalinity. 
Source: ANRH [2015]. 

In comparison with the results of the analyses of the 
year 2015 compared to those of 2008, there is an alarming 
increase in the groundwater salt concentrations of the vari-
ous palm groves (Figs. 4–7). The main causes of this jump 
are: overexploitation of water tables by motor pumps, 
abandonment of land inside the palm grove, lack of 
maintenance of gardens, exploitation of domestic waste-
water in the irrigation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

For centuries, the Taghit peasants could maintain their 
fragile environment in an arid and hostile region by the 
rational consumption of water which is the main cause of 
the creation of the oasis and their environment, by the ex-
ploitation of this source with traditional techniques based 
on collective management of catchment and sharing of 
water. But the intervention of motor pumps and individual-
ism caused the disturbance of this environment. Local au-
thorities through their quest to preserve the survival of the 
people in their areas, working to revive the old techniques 
of rational water management through modern rules con-
sider the area planted for each person. The most important 
thing has been done in most palm groves is digging a sin-
gle borehole and building a single pond with a collective 
distribution. Today, the most important obstacle to agricul-
tural development in the Taghit oasis is a lack of irrigation 
water and high water salinity, Taghit farmers suffer from 
many such as the scarcity of groundwater from the West-
ern Great Erg aquifer and the inferflux of wadi Zousfana 
due to the intervention of modern irrigation techniques 
(more than 100 boreholes with motor pumps) leads to a 
significant imbalance in oasis.  

So, it is necessary for the state to work on restoring 
traditional irrigation systems and systems and to make 
farmers aware of their importance in maintaining the 
source of scarce water important for the survival of the 
oasis. 
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